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A Preliminary Discourse Analysis of Kwak̓wala
Narratives: G̱waw̓ ina and Dzunuḵwa1
Jonathan Janzen
Abstract: This paper presents a discourse analysis of two narratives in the North Wakashan
̓
language of Kwakwala:
G̱ waw̓ ina (Raven) and Dzunuḵwa (Wild Woman). Kwak̓wala narratives
shed light on the use of many elements of the language which do not appear in dialogue or other
types of speech. Specifically, cohesion strategies between clauses are shown to provide the
audience with topical and event line information, through connectives la̱m̓is, la̱'a̱m̓ and the
absence of either. Kwak̓wala narratives are also shown to employ two emphasis strategies within
the discourse: subject fronting, and use of hem̓ (is). Fronting is shown to introduce key actors in
the discourse, as well as other objects important to highlight within their episode. Hem̓ is, being
morphologically derived from a demonstrative, is used to bring focus to a particular clause. This
acts both to highlight its contents as holding significance throughout the narrative, and to
conclude episodes of the discourse.

̓
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Introduction
̓ mgala) displays some
The discourse structure of Kwak̓wala (also called Bakwa̱
intriguing traits of the language. This paper attempts to provide a clear and systematic
̓
account of the general macro-structure of the Kwakwala
narrative, as exemplified
through two traditional stories: G̱ waw̓ ina (Raven) and Dzunuḵwa (Wild Woman). In
Section 1 I give an episodic breakdown, along with some linguistic elements signalling

the borders between sections of the narrative. In Section 2 I will examine some
1
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̓
cohesion strategies Kwakwala
uses between clauses to provide the audience with
̓
topical and event line information. In Section 3 I will show two strategies Kwakwala
often employs to emphasize elements within the discourse. I will also explore the use of

some discourse demonstratives in this section that differ in use from the same
demonstratives in natural dialogue. The appendix shows both narratives broken up into
a transcription of the discourse in the Um̓ ista orthography. The second line shows

morpheme breaks, the third a rough English gloss and the fourth a grammatical
category approximation. The free translation into English appears underneath. The
analysis in Sections 1–3 will refer to sentence numbers as they appear in the appendix.
Some sentences will have more than one clause, if so the individual clauses will be

referred to with letters following the sentence number (eg. 7c = third clause in
̓
sentence seven). Studying these discourse features in Kwakwala
sheds new light on
how the language can be used differently in varying types of speech.
1. Episodes
̓
Kwakwala
easily conforms to the narrative macrostructure template provided by
Longacre (1996). This template breaks the discourse into episodes, or cohesive units
within the narrative. It includes an orientation section, inciting episode, developmental

episodes, a peak episode, a denouement, and finally, a conclusion. Each of these
̓
episode types can readily be observed in the Kwakwala
narratives, although some
̓
transitional phrases may come between episodes as well. Kwakwala
principally uses
plot content to signal shifts between episodes, such as a change of scene. However,

some other linguistic features, such as the number of clauses per sentence and subject
preposing, also contribute to dividing the narratives into clear episodic sections.
1.1 Orientation
In both narratives, the orientation section begins with a scene-setting introduction. This

is done to provide the listener with the genre of the coming narrative. The first clause
in the Dzunuḵwa story acts in this way. Mix̱i Dzunaḵwa x̱wa n̓ala 'Wild Woman sleeps in
the day', tunes the listener in to the type of story about to be told: one of many

instructional stories for children featuring the Wild Woman. The rest of the orientation
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section, sentences 2a–4c, involve further plot setting, as the actions and habits of Wild
Woman are explained (reiterated for dramatic effect for listeners familiar with these

stories). This includes a foreshadowing in sentence 4a–c of the main kidnapping plot,
where it explains that Wild Woman walks searching for children to put into her basket
she carries on her back.

The orientation section of the G̱ waw̓ ina story provides an obvious scene-setting

clause as well. Sentence 1a begins Ga̱yułwa̱łe' la da galaba̱ndi hesta'lisa̱n's aw̓ in̓agwis...

'Long ago in the beginning of the whole Earth...' This cues the listener that the
following story's genre is that of a creation legend, which then proceeds with the rest of

the orientation section. Main participants in the narrative are introduced in this
section: the antagonist Chief Grey Eagle, and the treasures he is hoarding, especially

fire. Sentence 3 ends the orientation section by stating the current state of existence for
the inhabitants of the earth: that they live in darkness without fire.
1.2 Inciting episode
The Dzunuḵwa story starts the inciting episode with a transitional sentence (sentence
5), which signals the beginning of the story apart from the orientation section. This is
done with the clause, 'Then my grandmother told this legend to me.' Immediately

following that, the protagonist, or Very Important Participant (VIP) for this story:
Ḵ̓ og̱iga 'Hunchback', is introduced (sentence 6). This story is relatively short, so the
inciting episode and the developmental episodes are blended together in clauses 7
though to 10b. These will, therefore, be discussed further in Section 1.3.

The G̱ waw̓ ina legend has a well-defined inciting episode. The setting and problem
were given in the orientation section, but the inciting episode gives the beginning of

the plot. As in Dzunuḵwa, the main participants are introduced, namely the princess
K̓iditł and the VIP Raven G̱ waw̓ ina. This episode sets the foundation for the rest of the
legend. This is done by stating that Raven changed himself into a beautiful white bird
(sentence 7), and subsequently being invited into the Chief's house to see the princess
(sentence 9). By now the scene has been set for the rest of the legend's developmental
episodes.
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1.3 Developmental episodes
As stated, the developmental and inciting episodes in Dzunuḵwa are not clearly

defined. Hunchback is first taken into Wild Woman's basket (sentence 7), followed
quickly by the rest of the children (sentence 8). Following this is a pre-peak clause
(sentence 10), where the main action is slowed somewhat from the rapid action of the
previous two sentences, before the peak episode. This is done through the only case of

direct speech in this story, where Wild Woman says to herself, lam̓ is gwała 'It is
finished'.
G̱ waw̓ ina has four distinct developmental episodes, wherein each of the elements he

steals from Chief Grey Eagle is given to the people. The first developmental episode is
the theft itself. Raven enters the Chief's house where he sees all the treasures the Chief

is hiding from the people (sentence 10). Then begins a short suspense building section
(sentence 11) before the action of the following episodes, where Raven hatches a plan.

Sentences 11 through 13 build this minor climax by increasing the clause number per
sentence consecutively from one to three. This makes the tension build as Raven
watches for his chance to take the treasures. He waits for the Chief to go away hunting,
and watches for when no one is looking. All this creates a strong sense of anticipation.

The second developmental episode deals with the sun. The tension created in the

previous episode is released when Raven suddenly flies up out of the smoke-hole with
the treasures, including the fire (sentence 14). He hangs the sun in the sky, and

resolves that episode by naming the light good (sentence 16). This episode, as well as
the next two, show a more regular and steady clause to sentence relationship. Most
sentences have two clauses, making the action steady, but not suspenseful.

The third developmental episode deals with twilight. Raven flies off to an island in

the middle of the ocean and distributes the moon and stars into the sky. The fourth

developmental episode deals with fresh water. The beginning of sentence 19 signals
connection to the previous clause through a causative relationship:
(19)

lax̱a gada alumasi naḵwala...
'By this new light...'

With the light Raven is now able to see where he is flying and drops the water

(sentence 21). This creates all of the world's fresh water (sentence 22).
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1.4 Peak episode
The peak episode is the climax or central action of the story. This episode in both

stories is marked with two distinct discourse features. First, the sentence to clause ratio
becomes as close to one-to-one as can be grammatically allowed. Secondly, the peak
̓
episode is marked with clauses which have more preposed subjects than the Kwakwala
VSO (Verb-Subject-Object) word order would normally allow. Both of these traits are
devices used in Kwak̓wala to signal this episode as the climax of the story.
Dzunuḵwa's peak episode occurs through sentences 11 to 14. Each of these four
sentences has one clause, and all show subject preposing, with the exception of
sentence 14 which concludes the peak. These sentences explain that Hunchback had a
knife, cut the bottom of Wild Woman's basket, which made all the children fall out and
escape. The VIP, Hunchback, is shown in the peak episode to be the hero through his

foresight and quick thinking. Both quickness and heroics are signalled through these
described discourse devices in the peak.

The G̱ waw̓ ina legend does not have a pre-peak slowdown as seen in the Dzunuḵwa
story (sentence 10), or previously in the first developmental episode of G̱ waw̓ ina. The

peak starts without a building sentence. Instead the climax starts immediately
(sentence 23). Since fire has been highlighted throughout this legend from the

orientation section onward, the developmental episode concerning fire is in fact the
peak. The peak episode includes sentences 23 through to 27. The episode resolves both
the origin of fire and the reason the Raven is black in colour. As Raven flies, smoke
from the fire in his beak blows over his wings making them black. The fire then begins
to burn his beak, and he is forced to drop it. This episode displays the same features as

above to signal the climax to the story. Each sentence in the peak episode shows a oneto-one clause–sentence relationship, excepting sentence 24, for grammatical purposes.

Subject preposing is also seen in sentences 23, 24, and 25 of the peak episode. The use
of subject preposing, again signals to the listener that the central climax of the story
has arrived, as it increases intensity and action.
1.5 Denouement
The denouement is the resolution of the story, or the antithesis of the inciting episode.
It is signalled by coming directly after the peak episode, but without retaining those
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high action and intensity features (subject preposing and one-clause sentences).
Dzunuḵwa does show subject fronting in the denouement (sentences 15 and 16), but is
a part of a two-clause sentence. This signals continued action without participation in

the peak episode. Hunchback and the children have fallen out of the basket, and begin

to run away. But Hunchback can't run because of his handicap, so the other children
give him a piggyback. This resolves the action from the peak episode.

In G̱ waw̓ ina, the denouement is divided into two parts, each containing one two-

clause sentence. The first deals with the origin of fire. When Raven drops the fire from
the air it lands on rocks. It is explained that this is the reason that when two rocks are

struck together, fire comes out (sentence 28). This sentence also shows subject
preposing (as did the denouement in Dzunuḵwa), but combines with a two-clause
sentence to mark a shift away from the peak episode. The second denouement is the
origin of the Black Bird. Raven was blackened by the smoke, and could never become

white again (sentence 29). Here there is no subject preposing, further signalling the
departure from the peak episode.
1.6 Conclusion
This section brings the story to a close. It sums up the result of all that had happened in
̓
the story, and in Kwakwala
narratives usually contains a moral.2 The relative position
and story content are all that signal the conclusion from the denouement. Dzunuḵwa

shows its conclusion in sentence 17. Here Wild Woman goes home hungry as no
̓
children are left in her basket. Usually in Kwakwala
Dzunuḵwa stories, a moral would
follow, warning children not to go into the forest at night, but is absent in this case.
In G̱ waw̓ ina, by contrast, the entire conclusion is comprised of direct speech from

an elder to the audience (or in this case the narrator to the reader). This contains the
moral and underlying point of the legend. The audience is instructed not to be too
greedy, citing that the greedy Chief Grey Eagle had everything stolen from him
(sentence 30). This legend could, therefore, be seen as two types of stories in one: an
instructional tale about proper behaviour (or not to be greedy like the Chief), and also
a creation story about the origins of the elements, and Raven.

2

̓
According to RDC's experience of traditional Kwakwala
stories
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2. Cohesion strategies
̓
The narrative structure of Kwakwala
employs two main cohesion strategies: the
sentential connective la̱m̓is and the clausal connective la̱'a̱m̓. In addition, clauses may

be juxtaposed, although this is rare. A morphological breakdown of both of these
connectives will be given, followed by an explanation of their function within discourse
structure, ending with examples of their functions in the two narrative texts.
2.1 Morphological breakdown
Both of the connectives are morphologically rich. They are built upon a preposition
(derived from a verb meaning ‘go’) which acts as a word root. Next, a string of suffixes
attach to the root, creating the surface forms:
la̱m̓is

la̱'a̱m̓

PREP-DISC=and

PREP-DISC

la̱-a̱m̓=is

la̱-a̱m̓

Some connectives show further enclitics denoting visibility to the right edge of =is

shown above. These include la̱m̓isi (la̱-a̱m̓=is=i) la̱m̓isa (la̱-a̱m̓=is=a) and lam̓ iti̓ (la̱̓
a̱m̓=i=t=i).
Each of these forms will be highlighted later if their morphology plays an
̓
important role in the structure of Kwakwala
discourse.
Common to both of these connectives is the suffix -a̱m̓, which marks each as a

connective, along with their syntactic position. The enclitic =is plays a central role in
referring to macro-level topics, as explained in Section 2.1.3 below.
2.1.1 la̱
It seems obvious that this morpheme developed through the grammaticalization of the
motion verb la 'go'. A family-wide definition for this stem is given in the North

Wakashan Comparative Root List: “To be in a position, to change position, to go, to
move towards (... the set of derivates from this root covers an extremely wide variety of
meanings and syntactic functions)” (Lincoln and Rath 1980:218). It is used as a verb 'to

go' in G̱ waw̓ ina sentence 9b ...ḵa̱'a's le la̱'eł lax̱ gukwa̱'si's ump '...to go to her father's
house'. What is translated as 'go' here coordinates with the verb le (variant of la)
followed by the grammaticalized stem form la̱ with a suffix attached. This preposition
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la̱ has been so semantically bleached through grammaticalization (Givon 2000:121),
̓
that it is likely the most used stem in Kwakwala.
It is shown with a wide variety of
morphology making it extremely expressive. In the discourse context, it is used to form

the root of two connectives, both of which appear with the discourse marker suffix
explained in Section 2.1.2.
2.1.2 -a̱m̓
This morpheme is usually labelled simply as a 'discourse marker' in the literature. It has
the effect of bringing the context of the previous clause into the following sentence.
This will not usually imply a causative relationship (confusingly signalled by the

phonologically similar suffix -m̓ seen in G̱ waw̓ ina 27: tix̱edam̓ as 'he dropped it'). It will,
however, indicate a continuation of previously stated participants and themes. This
morpheme appears only in discourse contexts, and so is accurately named a discourse
marker (DISC). This morpheme is the crucial one in creating a word that acts as a
connective.
2.1.3 =is
=is, like a̱m̓, is potentially used exclusively in narrative type discourse. As the gloss
suggests, the straightforward meaning of this enclitic is that it is an inclusive
connective 'and'. However, a closer look at its relative distribution against the

connectives in which =is does not occur reveals its vital discourse use. When a
connective contains =is, the following phrase will be a new sentence with a subject

which must be overtly stated. When the connective does not contain =is, the topic of
the previous clause is taken as an implied subject in the following clause. Section 2.2
will show examples of these connectives found in the two narratives.
2.2 Examples and usage
The use of both of these connectives, along with the conspicuous absence of any

connective, helps to form a natural, easily understood, and exciting story. la̱m̓is is used
to move the main storyline along, linking sentences in a consecutive chain of events.
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2.2.1 La̱m̓is
As a careful look at the stories will show, each instance of la̱m̓is introduces a new
sentence. That sentence will always continue with an obligatorily iterated subject

(sometimes preposed), and verb. The peak episode of Dzunuḵwa shows la̱m̓is linkages
perfectly.
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

“La̱m̓is g̱wała,” n̓ika̱'eḵa̱li Dzunuḵwa.

'“It is finished,” thought Wild Woman'
̓
La̱m̓iti̓ da Ḵ̓ og̱iga ga
̱ nana̱m kawayunukw
'But the Hunchback child had a knife'
La̱m̓is Ḵ̓ ogi̱ ga tu̓ s'id x̱a ba̱n̓ey̓e sa la̱xe̱ '

'Then Hunchback cut the bottom of the basket'
La̱m̓isi da giginga̱nana̱m tix̱tso lax̱a la̱xe̱ '
'Then the children fell out of the basket'

La̱m̓is used in sentence 10 uses the context of what came before it, namely the
gathering up of all the children into Wild Woman's basket. The next three sentences (11
to 13) all use la̱m̓is to quickly carry on the event line in rapid succession. The English
free translation gives 'then' every time la̱m̓is is used to indicate this coordination.

There is one exception to the stated rule of la̱m̓is heading a sentence which is

obligated to iterate a subject and verb. Sentence 7 in G̱ waw̓ ina contains two clauses,
both headed by la̱m̓is, given here:
(7a)

̓
la̱m̓is G̱ waw̓ ina tł̓ ay̓u x̱i's ba̱kwine'
'Then Raven changed his being'

(7b)

la̱m̓is m̓ a̱lstu ts̓ a̱ḵwana he gwixse da ne' m̓ a̱la

'Then (he changed into) a white bird, as white as snow'

The free translation in 7b shows the verb from the previous clause in brackets
̓
(change) because it does not appear in the Kwakwala.
In this instance, la̱m̓is is being
used to subordinate 7b, making it obvious to the listener that the clause in 7b is
modifying the change of being, not moving the event line along as it does in every
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other instance. This is marked through the absence of a verb in 7b, making it the only
instance of a verbless clause in both of these narratives.
2.2.2 La̱'a̱m̓
The only morphological difference between la̱'a̱m̓ and la̱m̓is is the =is clitic, glossed as
'and'. The discourse function, however, is much more subtle. Whereas la̱m̓is coordinates

contexts with the effect of moving the storyline forward, la̱'a̱m̓ coordinates specific
topics between the previous and following clauses. This is exemplified in the following
sentences.
(2a)

̓ ł̓ isila Grey Eagle3 lax̱a lilḵwalatł̓ e'
W̓alasi tłit

(2b)

la'a̱m̓ ḵwalatłi lax̱a's gukw

'Grey Eagle hated everyone very much'

'So (he) kept (these things) hidden in his house'

Clause 2a is a typical unmarked Kwak̓wala sentence with an adverb and verb 'really

hate', followed by a subject 'Grey Eagle' and direct object 'the people'. This makes it the

perfect example of a new sentence, without need of a connective. Clause 2b begins
with the la̱'a̱m̓ connective, followed only by a verb 'hide' and a location 'in his house'.

The subject is left implied. With use of la̱'a̱m̓, the listener will know that the topic has
not changed between clauses, and so fills in what is not overtly stated with the

information in the previous clause, in this case Grey Eagle as subject. The object from
sentence 1 is also implied in clause 2b, again forcing the listener to fill in this missing
information with the topical context previously given in the discourse up until that

point. In all other examples the implied topic information is also taken from the
immediately preceding clause.

One exception to the usual subject implicature is found in G̱ waw̓ ina sentence 21.

Here, there appears to be something occupying the subject position in both coordinated
clauses: the VIP default subject Raven (left implied because of its status as discourse
default subject) in 21a, and the accusative case marker x̱a in 21b.
(21a) la̱m̓is tix̱ala sa da w̓ ap x̱i's ga̱lułana̱m

'Then (he) dropped the water that he had stolen'

3

̓
The form ‘Grey Eagle’ is used in the original Kwakwala
recording.
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(21b) la'a̱m̓4 tiḵa x̱a lax̱a da aw̓ in̓agwis
'So it fell to the Earth'
This is the only instance in either of the two narratives where the clause following
la̱'a̱m̓ shows anything in the subject position. This is also the only instance where the

object of the previous clause is being carried to the next clause, and not the subject.
̓
Kwakwala
is likely using the accusative marker x̱a (normally the head of the object
phrase) in the subject position of 21b to force the listener to understand that the object
of the previous clause is being coordinated, as opposed to the subject which would be
the unmarked or default understanding.
2.2.3 No connective
There is one sentence in the Dzunuḵwa story where the conspicuous lack of any
connective signals a different type of information. This is seen in sentence 9, given
here:
(9)

w̓ aladzi x̱enti la̱xe̱ 'a̱'s
'Her basket must have been very big'
This information about Wild Woman's basket is not a part of either the foreground

or background information, but an aside by the narrator who comments on what is

happening. This is signalled by the absence of any connective. Neither la̱m̓is or la̱'a̱m̓
are present to connect sentence 9 with 8. It occurs in the middle of the developmental
episode with sentence 10 beginning with la̱m̓is, as seen in Section 2.2.1, which picks up
the main event line from sentence 8, skipping sentence 9 altogether.

Ignoring the obvious cases where connectives would have no place in the narratives
(at the beginning of the narratives where there is nothing previous to coordinate), the

absence of connectives is used in a more transparent way. More generally, the absence
of a connective will often signal the end or conclusion of an episode. In Dzunuḵwa,

4

Note that this form appears as la’m in the appendix. This is an orthographic variant based on the

tendency for the schwa to be deleted and the glottal stop to be merged with the glottalized nasal in
natural speech.
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sentence 14 concludes the peak episode with a quick summing-up of the climactic
action.
(14) K̓iyo's la ginga̱nga̱nana̱m lax̱a la̱xe̱ 'a̱'s sa Dzunuḵwa
'There were no children in Wild Woman's basket'
Instead of referring to the previous context or topic as the connectives do, the
content of sentence 14 is reference enough. This reiteration, without need of any
connective, signals the end of the peak episode.

G̱ waw̓ ina also shows a lack of connectives in the final sentences of many of its
episodes. In developmental episodes 2, 3 and 4 the conspicuous absence of either la̱m̓is

or la̱'a̱m̓ signals the end of those episodes. Similar to the Dzunuḵwa example above,
sentence 16 sums up the new state of things, concluding developmental episode 2.
(16) olakal ik naḵwala
'the light was very good'
This brief summary lets the listener know that this episode is resolved, and sets the
stage for the following developmental episode to use la̱m̓is to take the context of the
'light' in clause 17. Developmental episode 3 ends with a three clause sentence. There is
no direct summing-up of the action in that episode, rather it contains most of that
episode's action.
̓ la tigwił sa ma̱kwa̱la lax̱a iki̓ dła̱wi da ti̓ tut
̓ u̓ k̓iyo'si's
(18) la̱'a ba̱nesti da tłisa̱
a̱xa̱ tła̱lasis.

'when the sun set, (he) hung the moon in the sky and distributed the stars'
Here, la̱'a is not a connective of the discourse kind explained above, as it does not
contain the crucial discourse marking morpheme -a̱m̓. Although this sentence contains
the bulk of the action for developmental episode 3, it is not given with either

connective in order to let the listener know that this episode is at an end. Less clearly,

developmental episode 4 does not end with either of the two connectives, but a
different linguistic element hem̓ i. This functions as a highlighting and focus marker, as
explained in the next section.
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3. Emphasis
̓
Kwakwala
employs two distinct strategies to show emphasis within narrative

structures. One is the use of hem̓ is, and the other is subject fronting. Emphasis, or focus,
is used in narratives to direct the attention of the listener or reader to the important
̓
information within a clause. Kwakwala
has a default VSO (verb-subject-object) clause
order, but can alter this ordering (with constraints) to direct attention to one argument

of the clause over the others. Likewise, the use of the invisible demonstrative stem he is
̓
used in Kwakwala
to 'point with the mind', in order to highlight a particular clause (see
Section 3.1.1).
3.1 Hem̓ is and He'a̱m̓
Morphologically similar to the connectives shown in Section 2 above, hem̓ is plays a role
that can be seen as both much broader and much narrower in scope. A morphological
breakdown is given here:
hem̓ is

he'a̱m̓

he-a̱m̓=is

he-a̱m̓

D.2-DISC=and

D.2-DISC

As can be seen, hem̓ is and he'a̱m̓ are identical to the sentential connectives la̱m̓is and
la̱'a̱m̓, aside from their relative roots. Both the discourse marker suffix -a̱m̓ and the
connective enclitic =is are present in each word. Their functions, however, are not

related. Whereas la̱m̓is connects sentences together to the effect of moving the storyline
along, hem̓ is is used to highlight a particular clause as it relates to the main theme of
the discourse as a whole. The use of =is remains consistent between these two forms,
however. As 3.1.3 shows, hem̓ is focuses contexts with the effect of moving the storyline
forward, and he'a̱m̓ focuses specific topics between the previous and following clauses.
3.1.1 he
̓
The demonstrative system in Kwakwala
operates on a one-way fixed anchoring system
from the speaker. It is split four ways through distinctions between near the speaker, in
the vicinity of the speaker, far from the speaker, or not visible. The visibility markers

are typically noun phrase internal enclitics (Nicolson and Werle 2009), that is,
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attaching to the noun which they modify. There are also demonstrative stems which
introduce clauses that display a three way system, "…realized as yu, he and ge, meaning
that the subject of the demonstrative is visible, invisible and in contact with the
speaker respectively" (Stewart 2011:437). This distinction is often glossed as D3, D2,
and D1 respectively. The invisible stem he is of particular interest in this analysis.

The invisible demonstrative stem he is used in a modified way in narratives from its

use in conversation. It is used to introduce important participants and to highlight
objects as crucial to the story. "...the boundary between D2 and D3 tends to snap to the

present town in discourses about location, and to the present day in discourses about
time, indicating that this boundary is based on some categorical concept like the D2

space, as opposed to a gradual conception of distance as in the scalar approach"
(Nicolson and Werle 2009:30–1). Or put in another way, demonstrative stems behave
in a unique way in narratives from their behaviour in conversational speech
(Himmelman 1996).

3.1.2 Function of he'a̱m̓
As stated, he'a̱m̓ is used to focus a clause. This is done at a macro-discourse level,
meaning that clauses which follow either he'a̱m̓ or hem̓ is will have global discourse
importance, as opposed to importance within a specific episode only. Specifically,

he'a̱m̓ is used to introduce important actors or objects in the discourse, and to resolve
either specific episodes or the narrative as a whole.

Dzunuḵwa shows the use of he'a̱m̓ in introducing main actors or themes. The
protagonist Ḵ̓ og̱iga is introduced in this way:
(6)

N̓am
̱ ukwm̓ i da ga̱nana̱m Ḵ̓ogi̱ gax̱tła

(7)

̓
He'a̱m̓ galabe a̱xṯ susu
Dzunuḵwa laxi's la̱xe̱ '

'One child was named Hunchback'

'He was the first Wild-Woman put into her basket'
Here, he’a̱m̓ refers back to an object in the previous sentence. This is done to focus

the fact that Hunchback was the first child of many kidnapped, and also that he was at

the bottom of the basket. He would therefore be able to cut the bottom to save all the
̓
children later on. This fact makes sense and is readily accessible by Kwakwala
speaking
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listeners by use of he'a̱m̓. To note, this form of hem̓ is does not include the connective
enclitic =is. This is because its focus is on the following clause, including the topic

from the previous sentence through -a̱m̓, and does not want to refer to the main theme
of the story.

The last instance of he'a̱m̓ in G̱ waw̓ ina does not include the enclitic =is, even

though it concludes the entire narrative by introducing the moral. It is possible that the

use of =is could detract from the moral by signalling to the listener to recall some
immediately previous context. The example is given here:
(30a) hem̓ i5 ga̱nu'x̱w lagił niłasu x̱an
̱ u'x̱w ...
'That's why they say we're told to...'

This use of he'a̱m̓ at the end of the story introduces new and very important

information in the form of a moral. The lack of =is signals a break in the flow of the
story, highlighting this clause.

The other instances of he'a̱m̓ in G̱ waw̓ ina are used to resolve episodes. Sentence 22

concludes the fourth and final developmental episode, which occurs right before the
peak episode.
(22)

̓ lax̱wa hestalise'
̓
̓
hem̓ i ga̱n's lagił ḵinama̱
n's w̓ ap gwa̱lmagis dła̱wi dza̱lał
aw̓ in̓agwis.

'That's the reason we have so fresh streams and lakes over the whole earth'
Since this narrative is both a moral and a creation story, the creation aspects of it

are given focus through he'a̱m̓. To note, the connective =is is absent here as it was in
the Dzunuḵwa example. This is because the origin of elements on the earth does not
have to do with the main event line of the story. Including =is in the morphology
would incorrectly imply that it does.
3.1.2 Function of hem̓ is
As with he'a̱m̓, hem̓ is can be used to introduce central characters in the story. An
example from G̱ waw̓ ina shows this:

5

The forms of he'a̱m̓ in (30a) and (22) include the visibility marker =i referred to in Section 2.1 above.
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̓ n's aw̓ in̓agwis Giga
(1a) ga
̱ ułwa̱łe' la da galaba̱ndi hestalisa̱
̱ y
̱ me' Grey Eagle a̱'ax̱si lax̱a
̓ la m̓ akwa̱la tu̓ tu̓ w̓ ap
naxwa tłisa̱
'Long ago near the beginning of the Earth, Chief Grey Eagle guarded all of the
sun, moon, stars, water'

(1b) hem̓ isi da xiḵala

'and especially the fire'
Here, fire is being introduced as a main theme and principle object in this narrative
through the use of hem̓ is. Unlike the previous examples, the enclitic =is is present,
indicating that this object is of importance to the story on all levels, will be referred to

often as the narrative progresses, but also moves the storyline along. Marking this
element with hem̓ is allows the listener to remember that element as a referent moving
forward.

Hem̓ is can also resolve episodes, as seen in the example in sentence 29:
(29a) hem̓ is lagił si ts̓ ułtui G̱ waw̓ ina
'That's why Raven is black coloured'
The subject of the clause introduced by hem̓ is here is the same as the VIP of the

entire narrative. The use of =is in this case is therefore warranted, otherwise we would
expect he'a̱m̓ as shown in G̱ waw̓ ina sentence 22 above.

It is clear that hem̓ is in all its forms serves to bring certain elements into focus. The

effect of this is either to mark an element for further reference, be it an actor or object,
or to conclude an episode of the story.
3.2 Fronting
̓
Kwakwala
narrative structure also uses subject fronting to highlight certain arguments
̓
within a clause. As Section 1.4 explains, fronting is a technique used in Kwakwala
narrative to add intensity and fast-paced action to the peak episode. This is most
clearly seen in the Dzunuḵwa story. G̱ waw̓ ina shows an additional use for fronting, not

readily seen in Dzunuḵwa. The G̱ waw̓ ina legend employs subject fronting, and one case
of object fronting, to introduce important actors and objects. This is done in a less
̓
abstract way than hem̓ is, as it simply places the focused element where a Kwakwala
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speaker might expect the verb. This creates emphasis on that fronted element, as the
listener would be immediately drawn to the element which is uttered out of its normal
position.

Introducing main actors is the most obvious use of fronting in this language.

Sentences 1 and 5 present the protagonist and antagonist in this way, shown here:
(1a) ... Gig̱ame' Grey Eagle a̱'ax̱si lax̱a ...

'...Chief Grey Eagle guarded all of the ...

(5)

la̱m̓is G̱ waw̓ ina łax̱walax'idax̱
'then Raven fell in love with (her)'
Fronted elements have been underlined, and the verbs have been bolded. The

unmarked syntactic forms of these two clauses would be as such:
... a̱'ax̱si Giga
̱ me' Grey Eagle lax̱a ...
'...Chief Grey Eagle guarded all of the ...
la̱m̓is łax̱walax'ida G̱ waw̓ inax̱

'then Raven fell in love with (her)'6
Because both Grey Eagle and Raven are central participants in this legend, their

introduction requires this fronting construction. The princess's introduction in sentence
4, by contrast, does not show subject fronting. This is because the princess is not a
central actor in the story, but is only mentioned in the inciting episode. Raven is

further fronted in sentences 10 and 23. In both of those cases this is done to reestablish Raven as the main actor in the first sentence of a new episode.

Additionally, a few objects are introduced or otherwise focused using fronting in the
G̱ waw̓ ina legend. Sentences 3, 24a, 25, and 28a all show inanimate elements being
fronted. In each case this is done to emphasize those fronted elements as important
within that particular episode.
(3)

̓
̓
o'a̱m ba̱da̱ki̓ gukwalasi's
sa lilḵwalatłe'...
'The people just had to live in darkness...'

6

The alternate unmarked sentences without subject fronting were checked and confirmed for grammaticalness by
the speaker who provided the stories: RDC.
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Here ba̱da̱ki̓ 'darkness' is being fronted before the verb gukwala̓ 'live'. This is the only
instance in either of the two narratives where a direct object and not a subject is
fronted. This emphasizes the importance of the state of life for the early people of the

world, and their dire need for fire. Fire is, of course, the element being focused with

hem̓ is in sentence 1b (Section 3.1.2). The remaining three examples of subject fronting
are all done to emphasize that they are active subjects. This is necessary both because
Raven is the predominant subject, requiring some device to establish a new default
subject, and also because each of these subjects are otherwise inanimate objects.
(24a) la̱m̓isi da ḵwax̱ala x̱i's ga̱yuł lax̱a da xiḵala, la x̱i's m̓ a̱la ḵa̱mkwa

'Then the smoke which came from the fire, went over the white feathers'

(25)

w̓ alas ikstu ḵa̱mkwa aw̓ is la ts̓ ułtux'ida

'The very beautiful feathers became blackened'

(28a) la̱m̓is lagił tł̓ a̱nix̱wi la̱'ax̓u's ma̱xa̱la ma̱ł ti̓ sa̱m

'That's the reason lightning comes when you hit two rocks together'

To clearly show the relative distribution of the fronted subjects and the verb, the
subjects have been underlined and the verbs have been bolded. Each case shows

subject fronting of an inanimate subject, done to focus attention to these as intended
subjects, as well as to distinguish them from the predominant subject, Raven.

Important to note is that subjects cannot be fronted to the very beginning of a

clause. In each example given above, a connective or adjective appears clause-initially.
It is only then followed by the fronted subject. This predicts a possible syntactic
̓
constraint in Kwakwala
which disallows the subject to appear at the leftmost edge of
the phrase.
4. Conclusion
̓
Kwakwala
narratives shed new light on the use of many elements of the language

which do not appear in dialogue or other types of speech. Through the two narratives
̓
G̱ waw̓ ina and Dzunuḵwa, Kwakwala
has been shown to display a typical episodic
macro-structure of the kind outlined by Longacre (1996). The clause-per-sentence ratio
and occurrences of subject fronting are shown to affect the sense of suspense within
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developmental episodes as well as the peak episode. Cohesion strategies between
clauses are shown to provide the audience with topical and event line information,
̓
through connectives la̱m̓is, la̱'a̱m̓ and the conspicuous absence of either. Kwakwala
narratives are also shown to employ two emphasis strategies within the discourse:
subject fronting, and use of hem̓ (is). Fronting is shown to introduce key actors in the

discourse, as well as other objects which were important to highlight within their
episode. Hem̓ is, being morphologically derived from a demonstrative, is used to bring

focus to a particular clause. This acts both to highlight its contents as holding
significance throughout the narrative, and to conclude episodes of the discourse.

Although two narratives may not provide enough data to make broad
̓
generalizations about the discourse features of Kwakwala
narrative, these two stories
do display compelling traits of discourse cohesion and emphasis. Further research in
other narratives is needed to test the claims stated in this paper. Both the comparative

cohesion and emphasis strategies in hortatory and expository discourse present
̓
additional areas of interest. Kwakwala
continues to prove to be a beautiful and rich
language, full of many remarkable features that appear both obvious and hidden. It

seems that the more this language is studied and observed, the more there remains to
be discovered.
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Appendix7
Wild Woman
Dzunuḵwa
Mix̱i Dzunuḵwa x̱wa n̓ ala. Ałm̓ i's ts̓ax̱ 'i la g̱wałi da dzakwastala. K̓iyo'si's la̱'a's

lax̱an
̱ u'x̱w gayulas. La̱'a̱m̓ ḵasa ale x̱a giga̱nga̱nana̱m, a̱xa̱ ł'ida la̱xe̱ ' lax̱i's a̱wigay̓, a̱xṯ s̓o
̓
da sa giga̱nga̱nana̱m lax̱. La̱m̓isa̱n hilu'swa̱
łe' niła sa nuya̱m gax̱an
̱ . N̓am
̱ ukwm̓ i da
ga̱nana̱m Ḵ̓og̱igax̱tła. He'a̱'m galabe a̱xṯ s̓ usu Dzunuḵwa lax̱i's la̱xe̱ '. La̱m̓is a̱xe̱ x̱

wiwo'okw giga̱nga̱nana̱m, ḵas a̱xṯ s̓oda̱'s lax̱is la̱xe̱ '. ('waladzi x̱enti la̱xe̱ 'a̱'s) "La̱m̓is
̓
gwała," n̓ika̱'eḵa̱li Dzunuḵwa. La̱m̓iti̓ da Ḵ̓ogi̱ ga ga̱nana̱m kawayu
nukw. La̱m̓is Ḵ̓ogi̱ ga
̓
tus'id
x̱a ba̱n̓e'ye sa la̱xe̱ '. La̱m̓isi da giga̱nga̱nana̱m tix̱tso lax̱a la̱xe̱ '. K̓iyo's la

giga̱nga̱nana̱m lax̱a la̱xe̱ 'a̱ sa Dzunuḵwa. La̱m̓isi da giga̱nga̱nana̱m dza̱lxw'ida, k̓i'sweł
̓ kiyo's
̓
dza̱lxwi Ḵ̓ogi̱ ga. La̱m̓is ha̱ndikalasua. La̱m̓is o'a̱me n̓en̓akwi Dzunuḵwa puska:
giga̱nga̱nana̱m lax̱is la̱xe̱ '. Ema̱n.

7

Glossing Abbreviations

ACC

Accusative case

I3

Third distal, noun phrase internal, invisible

be.1

First distal demonstrative

IND

Independent

AUX
be.2
be.3
BEC

CAUS

COMP
CONT
D1
D2
D3

DET

Auxiliary verb

INCL

Second distal demonstrative

LOC

Third distal demonstrative

NEAR.PAST

Becomes/changes

NEG

Causative

OBL

Complementizer

PASS

Continuative

First distal, noun phrase internal, visible

Second distal, noun phrase internal, visible
Third distal, noun phrase internal, visible
Definite determiner

PL

POSS

PREP
REC

RED

Inclusive
Locative

Recent past
Negative

Oblique case
Passive
Plural

Possessive

Preposition
Reciprocal

Reduplication

DISC

Discourse marker

S

Singular

FUT

Future tense

V3

Third distal, pre-noun phrase

EXCL

Exclusive

V2
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The Wild Woman sleeps in the day.

She finally wakes up when supper is over.

She wanders all over our homeland.

She wanders looking for children, attaches a basket to her back, and puts the children inside.
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Then my late great grandmother told me this legend:

One child was called Hunchback.

He was the first that Wild Woman took into her basket.

Then she got the rest of the children to put in her basket.
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She must have had a big basket.

"All finished," thought Wild Woman.

But the hunchbacked child had a knife.

So Hunchback cut the bottom of the basket.

And the children fell out of the basket.
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No children were in Wild Woman's basket anymore.


Then the children ran but Hunchback couldn't run.

So a piggy back was given.

So Wild Woman just had to go back home hungry: no children were in her basket.
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Amen.
How Raven Saved the Ancient People
La̱m̓i G̱waw̓ina Ga̱w̓ala x̱a G̱ilg̱imḵasa
G̱ ay
̱ ułwa̱łe' la da galaba̱ndi hesta'lisa̱n's a'wi ̱'nagwis, Giga
̱ me' Grey Eagle a̱'ax̱si lax̱a
̓ la, m̓ a̱kwa̱la, tu̓ tu̓ , 'wap, hem̓ isi da xiḵala. W̓alasi tl̓ itł̓ isila Grey Eagle lax̱a
naxwa tlisa̱

̓ yo's
̓ la'a̱m̓ ḵwalatłi lax̱a's gukw. O'a̱m ba̱da̱ki̓ gukwal'asi's sa lilḵwalatł̓ e' ka̱
lilḵwalatłe',
̓ yo's 'wap. W̓alasi iksukwi kwa̱nukwa's Grey Eagle, x̱a K̓iditł. La̱m̓is G̱ wa'wina
xiḵala, ka̱

̓
łax̱walax'idax̱. W̓alas iksukwia G̱ wa'wina, iksuxw ba̱gwana̱m. La̱m̓is tl̓ a'yu x̱i's ba̱kwine',

̓ ḵwana he gwixsi da ne' m̓ a̱la. La̱m̓isa i'agi dam̓ a'si Grey Eagle G̱ wa'wina
la̱m̓is m̓ a̱lstu tsa̱
ka̱'a's kwa̱nukw. La̱m̓is tł̓ ilali da K̓iditł G̱ wa'wina ḵa̱'a's le la̱'eł lax̱ gukwa̱'si's ump.
La̱m̓isi G̱ wa'wina dukwala x̱a da tl̓ isa̱la, m̓ a̱kwa̱la, ti̓ tu̓ tu̓ da̱wi da 'wap, titigwił lax̱
̓ l̓ a x̱a'̱ s gwigida'a'stl̓ e'. La'a̱m̓ dukwa naxwa ḵas gwigida'a's
gukwa̱'s Grey Eagle. La̱m̓is ḵot
ḵas dax'ide' x̱i's dukwala ts̓ oy̓i titigwił. La̱m̓ isala ḵa̱ le's hanatłi Grey Eagle ḵa̱'a's ga̱lułid

x̱a naxwa, la̱m̓is loł x̱a da xiḵala ugwaḵa. La̱m̓is p̓aṯ ława̱ls lax̱ ugwisa's lax̱ gukwa's Grey
̓ Olakal ik naḵwala. La̱m̓is
̓
Eagle, la̱laga lax̱a tłasanoe'.
La̱m̓is tixwi sa da tł̓ isa̱la lax̱a iki.
weł p̓ał'ida lax̱a ma̱kola lax̱a niguyu sa wa̱nḵala. La̱'a be̱nesti da tł̓ isa̱la tigwił sa
̓ yo'si's a̱xa̱ tła̱lasis. Lax̱a gada alumasi naḵwala, la̱'am̓
ma̱kwa̱la lax̱a iki̓ dła̱w̓i da ti̓ tu̓ tu̓ ka̱
̓ yo'si's la̱'asi's da lax̱a da 'wap dła̱w̓i da xiḵala x̱a's geludłana̱m. La̱m̓is p̓ał ̱id
p̓atła̱la ka̱

edaḵa lax̱a da aw̓ in̓agwis, la̱m̓ laga lax̱i's la exsta'a's. La̱m̓is tix̱ala sa da 'wap x̱i's
̓
ga̱lułana̱m, la̱m̓ tiḵa x̱a lax̱a da a'wi'nagwis. Hem̓ i ga̱n's lagił ḵinama̱
n's 'wap gwa̱lmagis
dła̱w̓i dza̱'lał lax̱wa hesta'lise' a'wi'nagwis. La̱m̓is iti̓ di G̱ wa'wina p̓ał̱ 'ida da lax̱a da

xiḵala lax̱i's dła̱ndłla'yu. La̱m̓isi da ḵwax̱ala x̱i's ga̱yuł lax̱a da xiḵala la x̱i's m̓ a̱la
ḵa̱mkwa. W̓alas ikstu ḵa̱mkwa a'wis la ts̓ ułtux'ida. La̱'e xix̱'idi dła̱ndłayua̱'s. La̱m̓is o'a̱m̓
tix̱edam̓ as x̱a xiḵala, tiḵa x̱a lax̱a ti̓ sa̱m. La̱m̓is lagił tł̓ a̱nix̱wi la̱'ax̱u's ma̱xa̱la ma̱ł ti̓ sa̱m
̓
la̱m̓isa tiḵa x̱i da xiḵala. Hem̓ is lagił si tsułtui
G̱ wa'wina, he wax̱a iti̓ ma̱lx'ida. Hem̓ i
̓ nu'x̱w tłumox̱ a̱wa̱lḵesa: duxwidus gwigidasi's x̱a
ga̱nu'x̱w lagił niłasu x̱an
̱ u'x̱w ki'sa̱
Gig̱ame' la̱ ga̱lułe' x̱a naxwa. Ema̱n.
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Long ago in the beginning of the world, Chief Grey Eagle was guardian of all the sun, moon,
stars, water and the fire.

Grey Eagle hated everyone very much, so he kept these things hidden in his house.

The people lived in darkness, no fire, no water.
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Grey Eagle's daughter, the princess, was very beautiful.

And Raven fell in love with her.

Raven was very handsome, a handsome man.

Then he changed himself into a white bird, as white as snow.

Grey Eagle liked Raven for his daughter.
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So the princess invited Raven to come to her father's house.

Then Raven saw the sun, moon, stars and water hanging in Grey Eagle's house.

Then he knew what he would do.

He watched for his chance to take what he saw hanging.
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He waited for Grey Eagle to go hunting, then stole everything, he stole the fire as well.

Then he flew out of the smoke hole of Grey Eagles' house, he went outside.

Then he put the sun in the sky.

The light was very good.
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Then he was able to fly out to an island in the middle of the ocean.

When the sun set, he hung the moon in the sky, and the stars in different places.

By this new light he kept flying all over the place, holding the water and the fire that he had
stolen.
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He flew back over the land, until he came to where he wanted.

Then he dropped the water he had stolen, and it fell to the ground.

That is the reason we have so many streams and lakes over the entire earth
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Then Raven flew on holding the fire in his beak.

Then the smoke coming from the fire went over his white feathers.

His really beautiful feathers became blackened.

His beak began to burn.

Then he had to drop the fire, it fell on rock.
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That is why you get sparks when you hit two rocks together, fire comes out.

That's why Raven is black, and never became white again.

That is the reason we were told, "Never be too greedy. Look what happened to the Chief, he had
everything stolen."
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Amen.
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